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0.1 Quality Standards Control 

The signatory below verifies that this document has been prepared in accordance with our quality               
control methods and procedures. These methods and procedures do not affect the content and              
views expressed by the originator/s.  

This document must only be treated as a draft unless it has been signed and approved by the                  
Originator. 

DATE ORIGINATOR APPROVED: Wednesday the 20th of May 2020 

 

Keith Anderson 

For and On Behalf of 
Bluemoo Studios limited. 

0.2 Limitations 

To the extent that the document is based on information supplied by others, Bluemoo Studios Ltd                

accepts no liability for any loss or damage suffered should the external information prove to be                

incorrect. Costings for outsourced products and services herein are derived from time sensitive             

quotes and proposals. The proposal does not constitute in whole or in part a contract.  
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1. Executive Summary 

To further the Government’s social distancing initiative, the public would benefit from live             
information regarding queue lengths at their local supermarkets prior to embarking on essential             
shopping endeavours.  

The Q Safe app will facilitate this by collating data that is currently being gathered for internal use by                   
the retailers and delivering that data directly to the public. By reducing the incidence of individuals                
coming within transmittable distance of one another in supermarket queues, Q Safe will significantly              
enhance the extant social distancing measures.  

Guidelines regarding admission limits have exposed supermarkets to customer safety concerns,           
queues extending into areas designed for car parking are an issue in many outlets. Q Safe will help                  
mitigate the risk of injury by reducing spikes in footfall.  

Implementation options afford an opportunity for Q Safe integration with other technical            
endeavours including the NHS contact tracing app Virus Alert. 

In conjunction with Q Safe mobile units, supermarkets can employ forward-looking infrared (FLIR)             
technology, a potential initial screening system that applies thermal imaging cameras to monitor             
customer temperatures. Millions can be screened daily. 

National coverage will be delivered in a controlled, yet timely fashion of less than twelve weeks from                 
date of instruction. Delivery costs will vary subject to the optional implementation methods             
discussed hereunder. 

A viable product can be made available for an initial outlay of less than one hundred thousand                 
pounds and scheme maintenance costs are equally palatable. 

Inevitably access to the app will not be universal, however, Q Safe will assist with the support for the                   
vulnerable and the self-isolating by mitigating the risk of infection for those who supply essential               
shopping services.  

2. Problem 

Having considered the Government’s guidance regarding social distancing and the circumstances           
where it is acceptable to leave the home we concluded that supermarket shopping, moreover              
queuing to enter, is a primary area where members of the public unavoidably come into close                
proximity.  

As a representative example we examined an Aldi store which serves approximately 10,000             
customers per week from a catchment area of approximately a six mile radius. Current directives               
ensure that this supermarket allows a maximum of 37 customers to occupy the store, whilst the                
remainder queue outside. Queues range between zero and 50 individuals and/or shopping parties,             
many of which include extended family members.  

A levelling of queue spikes will exponentially reduce incidences of social contact, our test case               
produced a convincing argument for consideration of a further reduction in social contact on a               
national level.  

The public are seeking reliable information regarding supermarket queue lengths prior to embarking             
on essential trips.  
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3. COVID-19 Spread 

The R0 of SARS-CoV-2 is unusually high, which has resulted in the rapid spread of this virus and the                   
exponential infection rate.  

There are of course confounding factors, such as our nation’s capacity to accurately diagnose and the                
coverage of testing available. The usual multiplier that epidemiologists apply is x8. 

For this particular virus, the multiplier might even be higher, but a conservative estimate would be                
over 1 million people who are infected in the UK. 

Sadly, the fatality rate in the UK is increasing, currently at 14% of diagnosed cases at the time of                   
writing this document. As healthcare resources are expended, clinicians are infected, and the             
services are overwhelmed the death rate could rise further. 

Q Safe will further increase the effectiveness of extant social distancing measures, by reducing the               
incidence of individuals coming within transmittable distance of one another, to reduce the chance              
of it happening by monitoring numbers of customers and thereby reducing density of people in a                
certain area at any time, and over all reduce the R0 as much as we can. 

4. Vision 
We propose developing a web based solution, followed by an app, that affords the public access to                 
live information queue lengths at their local supermarkets so that they are able to make an informed                 
decision regarding leaving their homes.  

The live data upload will be derived from information provided by supermarket car park attendants               
and/or security personnel that are already tasked with providing this information at an internal              
branch level.  

The app’s implementation can be integrated with FLIR thermal imaging technology. The Bullitt             
Group’s S61 phones with inbuilt thermal imaging cameras are capable of detecting high             
temperatures in humans from a distance of two meters. 

5. Benefits 

Maintaining positive public opinion of our Government’s endeavours at a time of crisis must be high                
on the agenda. An app that demonstrates a desire to lessen the inconvenience of lockdown               
measures will help to solidify the nation. 

Should current entry limits to supermarkets continue throughout the Government’s 3 Steps on the              
journey back to normality, Q Safe will significantly reduce the wasted man hours spent queuing.               
Given the damage that the virus has already inflicted on the world’s productivity, this could be a                 
great benefit. 

The sanctioning of FLIR technology for use by Transport for London (TfL), a private company that's                
wholly owned by the Government demonstrates an understanding of the benefits of an initial              
screening system that applies thermal imaging cameras.  
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We are advised that negotiations with TfL have stalled due to resistance from the sector’s unions;                
lengthy delays are envisaged. No matter, the Government’s thermal scanning screening ambitions            
need not be entirely stifled; far more people purchase food than use public transport, we are further                 
advised that no such resistance from Udsaw will materialise.  

Retail personnel are feeling particularly vulnerable and staff retention is an ongoing issue. Q Safe will                
demonstrate that efforts to safeguard them are being made. 

An additional factor is the onset of winter and compounding effects from seasonal influenza and the                
common cold in addition to COVID-19. Standing in line to enter a supermarket during spring and                
summer months has evidently been met with little resistance, adverse weather conditions may give              
rise to discontent.  

Moreover, Q Safe will aim to reduce the burden on our healthcare system, reduce the chance of                 
retail workers in supermarkets becoming infected, thereby protecting the businesses themselves and            
help to reduce fatalities derived from unmitigated social contact in queues by a populace that we                
believe will positively respond to the benefits offered.  

 

6. Specification 

6.1 Product  

The product itself will initially take the form of a responsive website/web app with a backend                
management dashboard, allowing customers to use the system to view queue times and account              
managers/supermarkets to keep the system running easily. 

This will allow us to convey the concept promptly and test our infrastructure. Subsequently, we can                
expand the frontend into a full native app if the current situation persists and additional funding is                 
available. 

6.2 Use cases 

We believe the following use cases will be the most desired: 

1. Customers & Queue Times: A customer will open the website and look for opening times for                
a specific location, such as their local supermarket at lunch time. This information (and any               
historical data provided) will be used to determine if they go elsewhere, now or later. 

2. Customers & Data Persistence: A customer may want to ‘bookmark’ locations, they will look              
at their browsers built-in features for this or see if we have an accounts system to store                 
these with. 

3. Supermarket On-Boarding: A supermarket is onboarded into the system, which will add            
their outlet locations and create required accounts for their attendants/managers etc. 

4. Supermarket Location Management: A supermarket wants to update location details, add           
notes or advertisements. They will see what’s available in the backend dashboard or contact              
their account manager to achieve this. 

5. Account Management: Supermarkets may require assistance with the above steps, account           
managers will look to the backend dashboard and will assist with the features available to               
them. 
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6.3 Features 

In order to fulfil the above requirements, we have constructed the following feature list: 

1. A backend interface that includes: 
a. Supermarket Management: Accounts for supermarkets, allowing them to achieve         

their tasks within the system. This will allow them to: 
i. Details: Where they are by lon-lat/address, opening times and a photo 
ii. Notes: Managers will be able place notes on each location for customers to             

be aware of. Such as low stock, limited till availability, closed sections etc. 
iii. Advertising: Advertise products/services 
iv. Queue wait times: Update queue wait times on a per-location basis. 
v. Permissions: A role-based permission system that allows for separation         

between admin staff and car park attendants, boxing them into features only            
they require. Account managers and admin staff are able to manage           
supermarket users. 

b. Account Management: Accounts for account managers to help supermarkets         
achieve their taskings within the system (create users, send out invite links, manage             
location details etc.) 

c. Alerts: Alerts to both account managers and supermarkets when certain criteria are            
met. e.g - a location hasn't updated their times with X minutes which causes an email                
to be sent out to the location, supermarket and responsible account manager so one              
may take action. 

d. Moderation: Overall moderation tools, allowing for the removal of users/bans etc.           
These will be used by account managers and developers. 

e. Device Support: Supports both desktops and mobile phones (see support matrix           
under specification). 

2. A frontend interface which allows supermarket customers to: 
a. Register: Sign up and login to the system, completely optional and intended for use              

with the following features: 
i. Favourites: Add supermarket outlet locations to favourites 
ii. Notifications: E-mail and text notifications for certain scenarios. e.g - set           

desired visit times and desired wait time for a set of locations, then receive              
email/text notifications if that criteria is met.  

b. Search: Search locations by chain, name, postcode, address, opening times,          
categories etc. 

c. Nearby: Using a user's current location, we will provide relevant shopping options.  
d. Location Profiles: Screen to view individual location details on one page, including; 

i. Details: Opening times, location info, notices, advertising, images etc. 
ii. Wait Times: View current queue wait times (from the last updated), with a             

system to explain how reliable the data is (i.e when last updated) and show              
historical data in a graph format. 

e. Device Support: Supports both desktops and mobile phones (see support matrix           
under specification).  
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6.4 Temperature Monitoring (optional) 

It is quite unnerving for car parking attendants and/or security staff to monitor a supermarket’s               
queue, especially when some customers might be infected. This sentiment regarding personal risk             
exposure is undoubtedly shared by all retail personnel.  

In line with the Government’s endorsement of FLIR technology, it is possible to provide a method for                 
assessing customer temperatures remotely. This can be achieved with thermal thermometers (£50~            
per unit) or by acquiring phones that have this technology inbuilt, such as the Bullit Group's S61                 
which has a FLIR camera. This presents an additional procurement cost of £455 per unit when                
compared to the S31. 

If a customer is displaying a high reading they would not be admitted, asked to quarantine away from                  
other customers, afforded the opportunity to produce a shopping list to be gathered by supermarket               
staff and advised to contact the relevant medical infrastructure.  

Implementation would involve developing an app purely for car park attendants and/or security staff,              
in addition to the web based system outlined above. This would work with either a dedicated device                 
or a thermal thermometer using these methods: 

1. Dedicated device: The app itself would provide tools for measuring customers with the             
thermometer and alert the attendant if the customer’s temperature is above a certain             
threshold. This threshold would be updated periodically from our servers, allowing us to             
respond to new information on this topic. 

2. Thermometer only: The app itself would just update with the threshold information and             
instructions for use, allowing use of an external thermometer in combination with this             
information. 

The effectiveness of such a system is perhaps medically debatable and yet it would undoubtedly               
boost wavering retail staff morale, assist with contact tracing and possibly highlight those that              
knowingly fail to self-isolate. 

We believe that contact tracing in particular would make this idea incredibly valuable and could be                
integrated into the NHS contact tracing app. 

Please note that this document does not consider integration with any 3rd party             
software/systems, such as the NHS Contact Tracing App. We can discuss any additional             
requirements on an individual basis.  

6.5 Q Safe Mobile Units 

This document makes reference to ‘Q Safe Mobile Units’ in          
a few places, this term is used to refer to both the Bullit             
Group's S31 and the Bullit Group's S61. 

These devices will be branded to match the scheme, the          
mock-up (right) has been applied to the Bullitt Group’s S61          
mobile phone. 
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7. Development and Tech Stack 
Our tech stack has been mostly decided upon as a rough theory, the finer details of implementation                 
and specific platforms will be decided upon once development begins. This allows us to plan how we                 
will develop the app, whilst not being tied to specific vendors right now. 

All code will be stored on a VCS system, such as GitHub or GitLab. 
 
Our development attitude takes a huge amount of inspiration from the ‘KISS principle’. By keeping               
the underlying tech (relatively) simple and using tried and tested methods, we will significantly              
reduce our risk exposure by avoiding untested technologies. 
 
Quality Assurance will be handled by Equal Experts, this will be done during development and a brief                 
two day period at the end to do a final check. 
 
We will be making sure all development is done with security in mind, please click here for details                  
on Equal Experts security methodology and approach. 

7.1 Browser Support Matrix 

We will be testing the following browsers, on these versions of each operating system: 

 Windows 10 OSX 10.15 (Catalina) iOS 13 Android 8+ 

Firefox ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Chrome ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Microsoft Edge ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ 

Opera ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ 

Safari ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ 

✓ indicates support, ✗ does not 

To clarify, our methodology is designed to accommodate most devices currently in circulation;             
however at this stage in the product’s development, we can only assure compatibility and fix bugs                
for the above. 

7.2 Software Development 

We are currently looking at a standard web MVC framework for the backend as they are well                 
established and known to be compatible with our infrastructure plan. The current go to is NodeJS (or                 
a similar Java/JS framework). This will then be supported by AWS and cloud providers systems, such                
as DynamoDB for data storage and CloudFront for the CDN. 
 
For the frontend web app/responsive website we will use a similar methodology of a standard web                
framework, as above the current favourite is NodeJS. Currently, we have not defined if we will                
approach this as a web app/responsive website, however we’re leaning towards a single-screen             
webapp to give users a ‘smooth’ experience. A combination of the two may be the most appropriate                 
in order to support a wide range of devices. 
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If we then want to produce a native app for use on app stores, we would then look at a more 'native'                      
framework for the app itself if we get to that point. Flutter or React Native would suit this purpose.                   
The ‘Optional Temperature Monitoring’ scheme listed above will likely be built in a similar manner to                
this. 
 
Communication between the frontend and backend will take place over an API, which means we are                
not tightly coupled between the two and could potentially provide avenues to share information with               
other schemes via the same method. 
 
The scheme will also be built with localisation in mind, so other languages/dialects can be supported.                
We may do robust testing of this feature during development using some of the more popular UK                 
specific minority languages, such as Welsh, Lowland Scots and Irish. However, we have no concrete               
plans past English for the initial release due to the cost/time implications of doing so. 

7.3 Infrastructure 

For infrastructure, we will use a ‘serverless’ approach/framework, provisioning the required           
infrastructure and functions via this method. We will also integrate core DevOps principles within our               
infrastructure methodology. 

The serverless approach uses a yaml configuration template, which lets us keep all of our               
infrastructure centrally managed, versioned and checked into source control. Everything as code.  
 
The provider we are looking at is Amazon Web Services (AWS). We have factored in having                
layered-accounts, as per AWS best practices, so a master account with a non-production/production             
account layered on top. There could be room for a sandbox account too, to allow easy testing and                  
experimentation. To facilitate this, we have identity and access management services, paired with a              
token service which will all combine to keep the system properly secured. 
 
A notification service has yet to be agreed upon, but can easily be added later, Appsync covers                 
subscribing to websockets and will be used as our API Gateway. As mentioned above, the backend                
database will be a noSQL solution such as DynamoDB. 
 
As for continuous integration, a solution such as CircleCI or TravisCI seems the best fit for the above.  
 
The following preliminary diagram illustrates our planned approach to infrastructure architecture:  
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8. Deliverables 
8.1 Product 

1. Frontend website/webapp: A frontend website/webapp, fulfilling all relevant features and          
use cases outlined above. Intended for normal customers to use the system with. 

2. Backend dashboard: A backend dashboard, fulfilling all relevant features and use cases            
outlined above. Intended for account managers and supermarkets to manage the system            
with. 

3. Temperature monitoring app (optional): An app for car park attendants/security, to support            
the optional temperature monitoring scheme outlined in ‘6.4 Temperature Monitoring          
(optional)’. 

8.2 Infrastructure and DevOps 

1. Infrastructure: With our plan outlined above, we will need to develop and deploy a robust,               
scalable framework to support general operation of the system. 

2. CI & CD: This largely goes hand-in-hand with our infrastructure but the distinction is              
important, as this allows Developers and DevOps engineers to deploy code easily and             
automatically. We will need to provide a robust, scalable framework for this so we can               
minimize manual deploys (which are prone to operator error). 

3. Documentation: Detailed documentation of the above will need to be produced, in order to              
minimize the Bus Factor. 

8.3 Account Management & Supermarket Staff Training 

1. Account Management: 51 support staff (44 account managers, 6 senior account managers            
and 1 head of account management), tasked with liaison with the supermarkets, will be              
required at a ratio of circa two per 600 outlets. Given the long operating hours of                
supermarkets we envisage shifts of 23 support staff working at any given time. 

2. Supermarket Staff/Equipment/Training 
a. Liaison Staff: Supermarkets will be required to employ or divert a staff member,             

internally applying the same ratio as discussed under ‘1. Account Management’           
within this list. 

b. Car Park Attendants: Supermarkets will need to assign supermarket attendants or           
security staff in order to update the system. 

c. Training: Training requirements of car park attendants and security staff will be            
minimal as the product will be intuitive and the data uploading process instinctive by              
using existing software conventions. Nonetheless, this is a critical element and basic            
instructions will need to be provided within the system. 

d. Equipment: We feel that provisioning of dedicated Mobile Units (see 6.5 above) is             
preferable to ad hoc personal and/or company mobile phone use.  
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9. Milestones & Timeline 
In this section; we do not consider external lead-in requirements, development and support staff              
recruitment, general procurement and Q Safe implementation negotiations with retailers; are all            
assumed to be satisfied within the build phase.  

Product build and deployment timelines are estimated to be as follows (milestones following each              
point on the list): 

1. Build: We estimate the initial build will take 4 working weeks (20 days). Once complete we                
can instigate rollout to supermarkets. 

2. Rollout: Rollout to national coverage will take circa 6 working weeks and has been divided               
into three distinct stages; 

a. City: Initially we will rollout to a city with 100-200 locations gradually, monitoring for 
issues.  This will be our slowest deployment phase out of the three, taking 2 weeks. 

b. Region: We will then roll out to the region that the chosen city (above) resides in, 
this will take circa 2 weeks and monitoring will be ongoing. Based on information 
provided by the temporary OS Data Licence – For COVID-19 Response and assistance 
from Leeds City Region Local Enterprise Partnership West Yorkshire presents a viable 
option. 

c. National: We will rollout nationwide diligently and with appropriate caution, with all            
reasonable endeavours applied to achieving national coverage within 2-4 weeks if           
possible. 

 
The city and region are currently not fixed and an opportunity exists for selection based on the                 
specific localised impact of the virus. We are confident that we can take the system from concept                 
to national implementation within 10-12 weeks, with initial regional deployments within 5. 
 

10. Risks, Issues & Solutions 
10.1 Supermarket resistance  

Supermarkets value customer trending information above all else. We envisage resistance to sharing             
information that may lead to customers avoiding lengthy queues and shopping elsewhere, hence             
further Government directives may be required.  

10.2 Budget overrun 

Always a concern; especially when the world is a less predictable place, our comments regarding               
costings are very much time sensitive and subject to variation, actual procurement prices may vary               
from those noted herein.  

10.3 Too many users could overload the system 

This falls under our costing and support/maintenance contracts. We have maintenance staff to deal              
with emergencies via Equal Experts and a contingency of 10% in all costs to handle surges in demand. 

10.4 Someone may try to hack the system 

Equal Experts have a robust security methodology to tackle this issue and as we are deploying to                 
AWS (an industry standard cloud provider)  we are confident the system will be secure on a whole. 
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11. Costs 
11.1 Fixed costs  

11.1.1 Software Build 

In terms of build costs, Equal Experts have estimated 2 consultants full time for 22 days and a UI/UX                   
resource for 5 days. The build itself will be 20 days with a 2 day QA period at the end to do a final                        
check over. 

The cost for this will be as follows: 

Item Duration Total 

Full Stack Software Engineer 22 days £17,930 

DevOps Engineer 22 days £17,930 

UI/UX Tool 5 days £4,075 

Total  £39,935 

 

11.2 Recurring costs 

11.2.1 Software Maintenance 
As part of the system we will need occasional updates and bug fixes, as well as monitoring to ensure                   
stability. To suit this purpose we want to reserve four days per month for support from potentially                 
two developers from both involved disciplines (Software & DevOps) on an ad hoc basis. 

For details on Equal Experts and their support approach, please click here. 

The total cost for the above will be £6,520 per month. 

11.2.2 Infrastructure 
As we’re using a ‘server-less’ framework, infrastructure costs are largely variable and based upon              
usage costs. The following have been done in USD, as AWS bills in this currency and exchange rates                  
are not constant.  

At minimum, we estimate $533~ per 1000 stores per month but need to quadruple this figure to                 
account for large increases in usage (which could happen at any time). The final figure likely being                 
(rounded) $2200~ per 1000 stores per month. 

We also have fixed costs of $210~ per month. 

There are 14,711~ supermarkets within the UK, which gives us a total monthly figure of (rounded)                
$35,000~ for an implementation involving all supermarkets across the UK. 
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11.2.2.1 Calculation 

The above figures have been calculated as follows, assuming usage of; 1,000 stores, 200,000              
customers, an update frequency of 12 times per hour per location, an average of 200 customers per                 
store and 1 search per customer each day. 

11.2.2.1.1 Estimated Daily Data Usage 

● 168,000 updates 
● 4000 logins 
● 400,000 queries 
● 168,000 subscription notifications 
● 168M subscription minutes connected 
● 0.005Mb data in 
● 750Mb data out 
● 1.5Gb data movements within zone 
● 368,000 lambda invocations @ 100ms 
● 850,000 log messages ~ 450Mb 

11.2.2.1.2 Variable Monthly Data Usage & Costs Calculation 

● 5.04M updates; $20 
● 120,000 logins (overestimated); $0 
● 12M queries; $48 
● 5.04M subscription notifications; $10 
● 5,040M subscription minutes; $403 
● 0.15Mb data in; $0 
● 22.5Gb data out; $2 
● 45Gb data movement within zone; $10 
● 11M lambda invocations @ 100ms; $10 
● 25.5M log messages ~ 13.5Gb; $9 (for ingestion & storage) 
● DB write (est); $8  
● DB read (est); $4 
● Data transfer (est); $1 
● Additional monitoring; $10 

$533~ per 1000 stores per month 

11.2.2.1.3 Fixed Monthly Costs Calculation 

● Near me cache (hosted cache.r4.large); $180 
● DNS; $5 
● VPC ENI charges; $25 

$210~ fixed per month  
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11.2.2.2 Infrastructure Monthly Totals 

Item Cost (per 1000 stores) Total (national ≅ 15,000 stores) 

Variable  $533 $7,995 

Fixed  $210 

Total  $8,205 

 

11.3 Account Management 

As outlined in deliverables we require 51 total account management staff (44 account managers, 6               
senior account managers and 1 head of account management). 

We would look to outsource these from a temping agency rather than directly hiring them ourselves                
due to the large amount of time required for the latter approach. 

After gathering some estimates from a few different companies, the cost to cover the above per                
month is as follows: 

Item Cost (per month) 

Staff of 50 - 44 Account Managers and 6 

Senior Account Managers 

£208,500 

Head of Account Management £6670 

Total £215,170 

 

11.3.1 Bluemoo Studios Delivery Management 

11.3.1.1 Overall Management 

Keith Anderson (CEO) will oversee all non-technical aspects of the project, key areas such as;               
procurement, staff motivation, project coordination and delivery, liaison with supermarkets, support           
staff coordinators and media planner interfaces. The monthly cost will be £6,670. 

11.3.1.2 DevOps, Technology and Project Management 

Connor Graham (CTO) and Angus Pollard (Head of Devops) will oversee all technical aspects of the                
project which will largely fall under the initial build, infrastructure and any bug fixes/issues while the                
system runs. This will be a consultancy cost of £24,000 (for both parties) which considers the first                 
year of implementation; monthly cost will be £2,000. 
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11.3.1.3 Insurance 

Professional Indemnity, Directors & Officers cover, Entity Defence, Employment Law, Cyber Liability,            
Public Liability and Employers Liability insurance premiums are; at the time of writing, subject to               
securing a policy £30,000 pa.   

Key personnel, that are committing their time and expertise at rates significantly below market, have               
significantly increased relevant insurance costs, resulting in an annual premium of £20,000 that may              
at first glance appear excessive.  

11.3.1.4 Art Direction and Graphic Design  

Kenny Bolton, Art Director has a wealth of experience working with the Government's media              
planners, primarily during the Blair administration and should we be required to maintain overall              
control of art direction, his services are available at  reduced rates. 

 

11.4 Optional Costs 

Optional costs are addons to the ‘core’ system that can be implemented with additional funding. 

11.4.1 General ‘Mobile Unit’ Provisioning (No Temperature Monitoring) 
The system will support all devices by default, however we can provision them to supermarkets if                
required. 

The device we will be looking at is the Bullit Group's S31, which when properly imaged and delivered                  
will come out to approximately £165 per unit. 

11.4.2 Temperature Monitoring Scheme 
As mentioned above we have the option for a temperature monitoring scheme, these are the costs                
for the build and the devices required for it. 

This scheme will not affect our infrastructure costs in a meaningful way. 

11.4.2.1 Software Build 

The software build is estimated to only require an additional developer added for the duration of the                 
original timescales. 

Please note that this does not include integration with any 3rd party software/systems, such as the                
NHS Contact Tracing App. We will have to discuss those on an individual basis before we can                 
commit. 

Item Duration Total 

Android Application Engineer 22 days £17, 930 

Total  £17, 930 
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11.4.2.2 Device/’Mobile Unit’ Provisioning 

Two devices could be used for the scheme in different circumstances (see the relevant              
section for details), the cost per units are as follows: 
 

Item Cost (per unit) 

Thermal Thermometer Only £50 

Bullit Group's S61 (‘Q Safe Mobile Unit’) £620 
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11.5 Total Costs 

The totals below are what pricing structures we recommend for the different options we’ve              
provided. The section ‘Core Scheme’ provides the base price and is required for the system to                
function with its core concept. 

Some points to bear in mind: 

● All USD figures use the exchange rate from the 7th of May (1USD = 0.81GBP) for GBP to                  
USD adjusted for bank fees of 10% (1USD = 0.89GBP). 

● All totals include a ‘contingency’ version which includes a 10% buffer (rounded up to the               
closest 5) for surges in demand or vendor mistakes, the contingency version is the final               
figure. 

● All totals have been done for a 12 month period, if Q Safe is required past that point we                   
will need to revisit these figures. 

● Marketing/awareness have not been costed in this document as they are considered ‘out             
of scope’. 

 

11.5.1 Core Scheme 

Item Details Cost 

Software Build Fixed, 22 working days for 2 

developers and 5 days of a 

UI/UX tool 

£39,935 

Software Maintenance Recurring, 4 days per month 

for 2 developers. 

£6,520/month 

£78,240 

Infrastructure Recurring, $8,205/month £87,630 

Account Management Recurring £215,170/month £2,582,040 

Bluemoo Management Recurring, £8,670/month £104,040 

Bluemoo Insurance Recurring, £50,000/annum £50,000 

Minor Total (ex. 

contingency) 

 £2,941,885 

Total  £3,236,075 
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11.5.2 Core Scheme & ‘Mobile Unit’ Provisioning 
This includes provisioning a basic device (Bullit Group's S31) to each location within the UK (15,000). 

Item Details Cost 

Core Scheme See above, using ‘Minor Total’ 

here 

£2,941,885 

Devices/Mobile Units Fixed, 15,000 units (Bullit 

Group's S31) at £165 per unit 

£2,475,000 

Total (ex. contingency)  £5,416,885 

Final Total  £5,958,575 

 

11.5.3 Core Scheme & Temperature Monitoring App 

This includes the full system but modified to have ‘thermal monitoring’ (by way of Bullit Group's S61 
devices and our proposed app) on each location in the UK. 

Item Details Cost 

Core Scheme See above, using ‘Minor Total’ 

here 

£2,941,885 

Devices/Mobile Units Fixed, 15,000 units (Bullit 

Group's S61) at £620 per unit 

£9,300,000 

Total (ex. contingency)  £12,241,885 

Final Total  £13,466,075 
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12. Instructions  

We can accept instructions to proceed either in writing or via email; our key personnel will                
immediately embark. Contractual terms, we assume, will follow general procurement procedures,           
goodwill from our highly committed team will bridge any unavoidable delays.  

We suggest a milestone based payment schedule, to be discussed. Should you wish to ascertain any                
further information or seek clarification of the points discussed herein; we are more than happy to                
assist.  

Contact details can be found on the final page of this document. 
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Bluemoo Studios Limited t/a Bluemoo Studios 
enquiries@bluemoostudios.com    www.bluemoostudios.com +44 (0)20 3637 2333 
Registered in Wales No. 9767175 Registered Office 1 Charterhouse Mews London EC1M 6BB 

 

      

 

 

Contacts  

Keith Anderson Chief Executive Officer, heads the team, focusing on key areas such as;  

procurement, staff motivation, project coordination and delivery, liaison with supermarkets, 
support staff coordinators and media planners.  

T   +44 (0)20 3637 2333 
M   +44 (0)7962 077 733 
@   keith.anderson@bluemoostudios.com  
 

Connor Graham Chief Technology Officer, manages all programming personnel and ulti-

mately responsible for product design. 

T   +44 (0)20 3637 2333 

@   connor.graham@bluemoostudios.com  

 

Angus Pollard Head of DevOps, responsible for DevOps and tasked with selecting and 

instructing a specialist DevOps firm and subsequent management thereof. 

 

T   +44 (0)20 3637 2333 

@   gus.pollard@bluemoostudios.com   

 

General Enquiries 
T   +44 (0)20 3637 2333 

@   enquiries@bluemoostudios.com   

 

Postal Correspondence  
NB. During lockdown all postal correspondence should be addressed:- 

 

Keith Anderson 

Bluemoo Studios 

16 Mallard Way 

Slaithwaite 

West Yorkshire 

HD7 5JL 

 

 

 

bluemoo studios 
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